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was not the devotee of causes or ideals; he rarely looked far
ahead; his concern was to carry on the king's government from
day to day. He was now 56 and at the height of his powers.1
The domestic record of 1908 had only one feature to distin-
guish it from those of 1906 and 1907. The budget, which Asquith,
who had framed it, introduced in person, showed once more a
modest surplus. Nearly half was again due to Haldane, who had
pulled down the army estimates by yet another £2,354,000
(almost £4^ millions since he took office). It was now too risky
to squeeze the navy estimates as well, but only £900,000 was put
back on them. Most of the surplus went to reduce the sugar duty
from 4$. zd. per cwt to is. iod. In the light of nine months later
this costly remission of Jrf. per Ib. seems hard to justify. It
reflected the party's haste to remove all food taxes as quickly as
possible, in order that if the Tariff Reformers came into office
they should not find any which they could abolish in substitu-
tion for their tax on corn. But (and here came the year's novelty)
a small sum of £1,200,000 was devoted to a scheme of non-
contributory Old Age Pensions—to start on i January 1909 only.
So tiny was the beginning of that policy of mitigating poverty
by direct state payments, which has since attained such vast
dimensions. Unlike succeeding social schemes, it was non-
contributory. The scope was narrow; the pension was only 5$.
a week, and did not begin till 70; and an income of no more than
iqs. a week disqualified for it. In imitation of the income-tax's
penalties on marriage, the pension for two old married people
living together was thriftily cut down to Js. 6d. The case for old
age pensions had really been overwhelming since Charles Booth
revealed it nineteen years earlier; but they had been so long
talked about without anything being done, that much enthusiasm
prevailed at the prospect of their starting. The lords were un-
wise enough to tamper with the Old Age Pensions Bill; but when
the lower house asserted 'privilege', they desisted.
The main government measure for the year was a large-scale
Licensing Bill. It was well framed, and attracted non-party
1 One of the most living sketches of his personality is the brief one by Prince
Lichnowsky, who four years later became German ambassador in London. The
prince brings out both his bon-vivant side and his easy competence in affairs—'he
treated all questions with the cheery calm and assurance of an experienced man
of business, whose good health and excellent nerves were steeled by devotion to the
game of golf*. (Afy Mission to London, iQis~i4\ English translation (1918) of a
German original circulated, but not published, in 1916.)

